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y the time you read this article, a lead-
ing international producer of curved
architectural glass should have acquired

the means to chemically temper sheets measuring
3,200 by 2,200 millimetres. This significant
step forward in the capabilities of chemical
tempering technology has been achieved through
the efforts of Lema, based in Parma, Italy,
which has been designing, building and marketing
ovens for this particular toughening process
for over 30 years.

Chemical tempering is a process which great-
ly enhances the performance of the glass, which
the processors can then offer to clients whose
key requirements will include combining

mechanical strength with thicknesses of as lit-
tle as 0.5 millimetres, complex shapes, high opti-
cal quality and shape integrity for lamination pur-
poses.

INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS
Until a few years ago, Lema’s core produc-

tion was that of furnaces for sunglass lens tem-
pering. It was when plastic began to replace glass
in Lema’s traditional markets that the compa-
ny turned its creative energies more towards the
industrial glass sphere.

Studies for an even larger furnace than the
company’s TC 9000 (capable of tempering
2,000 by 1,000 millimetre sheets) began as a result

There is growing demand among producers of
architectural and special glass for technology capable
of increasing the mechanical strength of glass while

perfectly maintaining shape and optical quality.
Chemical tempering furnaces are the

technology on which they are focussing more
and more attention, and Lema is one of the few

companies worldwide able to provide it. 
Glass-Technology International recently spoke to

Lema General Manager Gianfranco Rivaroli about the
new TC 9501, a chemical tempering furnace able to

handle sheets of up to 3,200 by 2,200 millimetres in size. 
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build large chemical tempering fur-
naces in-house.

Now that the TC 9501 has suc-
cessfully completed initial tests and
has been delivered to its first user,
interest will undoubtedly mount.
glasstec 2002 in Düsseldorf,
Germany, will give interested par-
ties the chance to find out more
about the TC 9501. 

Although not physically present,
for obvious reasons of size, the new
furnace will undoubtedly be the
focus of attention at the 
Lema stand.

BUILDING KNOW-HOW
For the past 30 years, Lema has

been devoting much of its time and
resources to the design, production
and marketing of chemical temper-
ing furnaces. Founded in 1970, the
company began its tempering tech-
nology ‘career’ as a builder of ther-
mal ovens for the tempering of glass
for sunglass lenses. 

A major technological collaboration with a
French sunglass producer led, just a year later,
to the development of chemical tempering tech-
nology.

Client-led demand, explained Rivaroli, stim-
ulated Lema to specialize in the chemical tem-
pering field and broaden its range of furnaces
to meet the needs for high-performance tempered
glass in various sectors, including, for example,
the electronics industry, where Lema supplied
the tempering technology for glass supports
for Philips video disks. Other areas of application
included the lighting, aerospace, chemicals
and military technology industries. 

The company’s standard range for sheet
glass started with a furnace for pieces measur-
ing 700 by 500 millimetres and evolved up to
the TC 9000 for sheets of 2,000 by 1,000 mil-
limetres, presented at glasstec 2000.

ATTRACTING INTEREST
Lema limits its fair attendance to the two major

annual events, glasstec and Vitrum. Its other main
channel of communication is the glass industry
press. “Since the technology is relatively new
and there is little serious competition,” explained
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of interest shown by a number of major glass
processors from around the world who pro-
duce tempered, laminated sheets for architec-
tural glazing and also for glazing in large cruise
ships. Around two years ago, and working with
the proven technology of the TC 9000, Lema thus
began working on a furnace able to temper
sheets measuring up to 3,200 by 2,200 mil-
limetres, the TC 9501.

The new furnace, Lema General Manager
Gianfranco Rivaroli told Glass-Technology
International, was commissioned by an Italian
curved glass producer of international repute,
with installation scheduled for mid-Septem-
ber of this year. 

It will be the client’s first-ever experience with
chemical tempering. “The demand for such a fur-
nace,” stressed Rivaroli, “was very much dic-
tated by the architectural glazing market as a
whole, itself faced with increasing requests
for large and complex-shaped laminated glass
façades.” 

Rivaroli added that, to his knowledge, the TC
9501 is the biggest furnace of its kind in Italy,
and possibly also in Europe, though he did
point out that some glass processors develop and
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Foreign sales represent 70-80 per cent of
the total, he said, with 2001 turnover amount-
ing to around EUR 1.2 million and a 2002 fore-
cast of around EUR 2 million. Of this sum,
Lema allocates something like 10-15 per cent
to research and development activities.

Asked whether the 2002 total was a result of
the TC 9501 sale, Rivaroli countered that, if any-
thing, the new furnace had “penalized” results
since it had concentrated the 10-strong work-

force at its 2,000-square-metre office and
workshop facility on a single project and had
left little room for other work.

Satisfaction for Gianfranco Rivaroli, at
least in the professional sphere, comes, he
said, from seeing glass tempered by his com-
pany’s furnaces doing its job in a range of
extremely demanding applications - from
sunglasses to aircraft windscreens, from lab-
oratory glassware to complex architectural
glazing. 

Stimulation to go further, he concluded,
comes from the constant demand for innova-
tion. ■

Rivaroli, “glass processors come looking for us,
rather than vice versa.” 

Companies from both the Saint-Gobain and
Pilkington groups have turned to Lema in order
to find solutions for their chemical tempering
equipment needs. 

The company sells direct and has, so far,
not felt the need for any structured distribution
network. In geographical terms, Rivaroli told
us that there was no particular focus of interest. 
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TEMPER, TEMPER! THERMAL VERSUS CHEMICAL STRENGTHENING

What, in simple terms, are the main
differences between chemical tempering and
the more traditional thermal tempering
(which still constitutes around 80 per cent
of all tempering)? And what, above all,
are the advantages of the chemical process?

Thermal tempering
Thermal tempering involves the rapid

cooling of the glass from around 150°C
above the transformation temperature.
This is done by means of powerful air jets
mounted at the exit of the heating cham-
ber. This rapid cooling ‘freezes’ the surface
of the glass, leaving the glass inside to cool
down more slowly. This slower cooling
allows much more shrinkage than takes place
on the surface. The outer surface thus
undergoes compression while the inside is
subject to tension.

The relative limits of this type of treat-
ment are:

❑ a minimum treatable thickness of the
glass of 2.5-3 millimetres;

❑ difficulty in the treatment of complex and
sharply curved shapes.

Chemical tempering
Chemical tempering is a treatment which

is carried out at around 60-70°C below
the transformation temperature. The treat-
ment involves immersing the glass in a tank
of molten potassium salt at a tempera-
ture of over 380°C. Under these condi-
tions, an exchange takes place between the
potassium ions in the salt and the sodium
ions at the surface of the glass. Since the
potassium ions are much bigger than the
sodium ones, there is not enough room for
them in the glass surface layer. As they
‘squeeze’ into the glass surface, com-
pression takes place there, compensated
by traction stress inside the glass.

The advantages of chemical temper-

ing may be summed up as follows:
❑ it is possible to temper glass in thick-

nesses of only 0.5 millimetres;
❑ more complex shapes can be treated

without any risk of deformation (this
absence of deformation is particularly
important for glass which has to be
laminated, where the two or more sheets
must retain their exact shape in order
to ensure perfect coupling);

❑ in terms of mechanical strength, chem-
ically tempered glass is at least 2.5
times stronger than traditionally tem-
pered glass and five times stronger
than untempered glass;

❑ chemically tempered glass can be
ground, drilled or cut without any risk
of breakage;

❑ the absence of surface deformation
(such as that caused by rollers on
heat tempered glass) ensures high
optical quality.
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